
AGENDA 

Baltimore City Civilian Review Board 

REGULAR MEETING 

April 1, 2022 

Place: Enabled by Zoom 
 

o Mel Currie, Southwestern District  
o Tiera Hawkes, Chair, Northeastern District  
o Natalie Novak, Secretary, Northern District   
o Tyler Salley, Southeastern District  
o Levi Zaslow, Northwestern District   
o George Buntin, Western District  

o Mariel Shutinya, CRB Supervisor 
o Caylin Young, OECR  
o Caylin Young, OECR 
o   , ACLU 
o Sergeant Lloyd, PIB 
o Lorena Davis – ACLU 
o Yanet Emanuel – ACLU  
o Dayvon Love – Leaders of the Beautiful Struggle, Director of Public Policy  

 
 

• Approval of agenda 
o Approved  

• Dayvon Love – provided summary of legislation and legislative posture 

• Tyler Salley – what happens if both entities (PAB/ACC and CRB) exist? 

• Mariel Shutinya – explained flow charts that show different outcomes, including if no 
bill is passed; if HB 991 passes as it is now; and if the bill is amended to reflect the 
mayor’s plan where the independent investigations are under the ACC not the PAB. 

• Levi Zaslow – how would there be a COI between members participating in both the CRB 
and PAB? 

• Caylin Young – they could vote in different ways on different boards  

• Tiera Hawkes – do we want to do a statement regarding our stance on this issue? 

• Tyler Salley – looking at the flow chart, the purpose of the CRB will be removed if all 
three boards exist at the same time if no legislation is passed; however, CRB and PIB 
have come to dramatically differently outcomes, so I don’t trust the PIB policing 
themselves. 

• Caylin Young – mayor hasn’t appointed people to the CRB because of this legislation and 
figuring out HB670; isn’t sure whether the ACC is NOT open to the public/not subject to 
the OMA, which is something the city would be free to work with the CRB on; OECR also 
redacts confidential information for the CRB. 

• Dayvon Love – are the ACCs even capable of being public? Confidential information that 
isn’t disclosable even under MPIA might be shared. 

• Tyler Salley – what information can the CRB share via Anton’s law? 

• Caylin Young – Mariel and I will look into this. 

• Yanet Emanuel – could try to share CRB reports with ACC if CRB is still around. 

• Levi Zaslow – HB670 is just internal affairs; a truly independent board is more 
important now than ever; mayor is required to fill the board under the enabling statute; 
Sec. 16-52 of the CRB statute is the only confidentially in our statute.  

• Caylin Young – primary point from the city is logistics, too many complaints for the PAB 
to investigate (but, realistically, will the number of complaints raise that much more?); it 
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would have to be a weekly meeting; wants it to be aligned with principals and also a 
workable functional board. 

• Amy Cruice – why couldn’t the resources be funneled to PAB instead of ACC to get the 
work done? Build up the PAB to handle the caseload. Not every complaint will be 
independently investigated. 

• Caylin Young – it’s not a matter of resources, the OECR will get at least 3 or 4 times the 
current budget; it’s not about allocating resources, it’s about a board that meets often 
enough to keep up with the required functions; it would have to be a weekly basis (so 
both ACC and PAB will have to meet weekly, instead of just ACC meeting weekly); every 
complaint has to be reviewed to determine if an independent investigation will be done. 

• Adjourned  
 
 


